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ТРЕНДЫ ……………………...……………………………………………………………
5 ways to boost your digital marketing campaign ROI
https://www.smartbrief.com/original/2020/02/5-ways-boost-your-digital-marketing-campaignroi?utm_source=brief
Digital marketing campaigns are often expensive, but they are necessary. Without a strong presence
online, it can be difficult to grow your business. However, without a powerful digital marketing strategy,
you can’t unleash the full potential of your campaigns.
Just like other modes of marketing, you need to determine the return on investment of your digital
marketing campaigns. However, there are a variety of metrics that you can track when it comes to
measuring the ROI of your digital marketing campaigns. Thus, it’s necessary to know which ones to
measure and which ones to avoid.
Here are five innovative ways to improve your digital marketing campaign’s ROI:
1. Establish campaign goals
When you create business goals, you consider multiple factors that could impact your journey to achieving
your goal.
Some organizations use “SMART” goals - Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-bound.
This strategy can help you plan your approach to reach the goals and also measure your progress with
ease.
Setting your campaign goals is no different, but they can be slightly difficult to determine. You need to
determine what a strong ROI would be from your campaigns.
Remember that your marketing ROI depends on many different factors, such as cost structure, your
industry, market demand, etc. Additionally, your campaign determines your ROI, too. For instance, the
ROI from a content campaign will be different from that from a PPC campaign.
Thus, while establishing campaign goals, it’s important to define the purpose of your marketing
strategies clearly. It also is essential that you set only realistic goals.
Setting unrealistic expectations from your marketing team or campaigns can drastically impact your overall
strategy.
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2. Create content your audience wants
In a digital space where consumers are constantly bombarded with hundreds, if not thousands of ads, your
brand needs to stand out to become successful. Content is the cornerstone of your marketing strategies,
and you need to ace it to ensure that you stand out from the crowd.
Nobody wants to see conventional emails about sales or your new product launch, because it’s constantly
flooding their social streams and inboxes. Customers seek value and personal connections with a brand.
That is why it’s necessary to ensure that your content is always personalized for your target audience.
Once you figure out your target audience, you can create content accordingly. It can be defined based on
their interests, demographics, location, gender, etc.
However, personalization isn’t the only thing that matters. Here are some other factors that you need to
keep in mind while creating content:
Create valuable content - Your goal should be to provide value to your audience through your content.
Create content that is aimed at solving their problems. You should also consider giving good
recommendations to them through it.
Make your content user-centric - From sharing content about your product or services to engaging with
your audience regularly via emails, be sure to connect with your audience on a personal level.
Conduct regular surveys - The best way to determine what your audience really wants and expects from
your brand is to ask them directly. Conduct regular surveys, polls, Q&A sessions, and webinars to
communicate with your customers. Once you have gathered information, analyze it, and identify common
points that will help you understand their needs better. This will enable you to create better-personalized
content for them.
Influencer marketing - You can collaborate with influencers in your niche to create stellar content
targeted at your audience. They know exactly what kind of content their audiences are likely to engage
with. By creating content by partnering with an influencer, you open your brand to new prospects and
leads. For example, Fiji, a famous water brand, collaborated with Danielle Bernstein, a successful
influencer who runs WeWoreWhat to promote their campaign.
3. Use predictive analytics
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Predictive analytics is an essential tool that can help you measure and boost your ROI. It uses machine
learning and artificial intelligence to draw insights generated through massive datasets, models, and
algorithms to predict the future behavior of consumers.
Predictive analytics also assists marketers in identifying and prioritizing leads to determine the ideal
customer base that is closest to conversion. It also helps improve customer retention efforts and increase
conversion rates as marketers are better equipped with relevant information that enables them to
understand customers’ needs.
It also empowers marketers to plan informed and efficient marketing strategies that will yield the best
results based on consumer behavior. Marketers can focus on where to spend more based on the value
the customer generates and identify the channels they’re most likely to engage with.
AI-powered tools like Cortex use predictive analysis to figure out your audience preferences. It analyzes
data to figure out what visual content will work the best with your audience and creates high-quality social
media content for you.
4. Leverage automation technology
Marketers are increasingly looking for efficient marketing automation tools that can perform simple and
regular tasks to reduce their expenses. This is perhaps the reason why the market for marketing
automation tools is expected to grow to $6.4 billion by 2024.
Automation tools can perform repetitive tasks such as housing images and documents, managing email
lists, and managing various other functions. By leveraging automation technology, you can focus on
complex strategies that require more creativity and effort.
For instance, AI chatbots can help you improve your customer satisfaction by automating your customer
service operations.
You can use chatbots like Bold360 or build your own using Dialogflow.
Here are some other benefits of using automation technology:
Increase revenue by enhancing customer retention
Improve team accountability
Decrease staffing costs
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Offer more space for creativity and boosts productivity
Help target potential customers across various channels with minimal effort
Save time by managing your social media campaigns
5. Avoid vanity metrics
When you measure the progress of your campaign, you should be wary of the parameters that you choose
to track. Some metrics might be vanity metrics that can distract you from your business goals.
Typical vanity metrics in marketing include press release shares, Facebook fans, raw pageviews,
registered users and others that often do not correlate with revenue.
While these metrics give some insights into how your marketing strategy is working, they do not directly
impact the ROI of your marketing efforts. In fact, vanity metrics siphon focus and effort away from things
that actually matter and hold value.
However, there are several useful metrics that you should definitely track. These include your click-through
rate, engagement rate, reach and more. By monitoring them, you can figure out how your campaigns are
performing and accordingly modify them to grow your brand even further.
Takeaways
You can increase your ROI by frequently experimenting with your marketing strategies and cutting out
distractions. Remember to set clear goals for your marketing campaigns so that you can align your efforts
to reach them.
Also, use predictive analytics and create content that’s relevant to your target audience. You should also
leverage automation to automate simple and repetitive tasks. Lastly, when you measure the progress of
your campaign, avoid spending too much time on vanity metrics.
Gaurav Sharma is the founder of Attrock, a digital marketing company. He works closely with top marketing
influencers and has helped numerous brands, e-commerce firms and SaaS companies grow. He is also a
certified Google Analytics and Google Adwords specialist and regularly contributes to reputable
publications like HuffPost, TechCrunch and many more.
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If you found this article of value, sign up for SmartBrief’s free daily email from the ANA on Marketing
Leadership. SmartBrief offers more than 250 free, industry-focused newsletters.

Creative trends: 2019 to see ‘nostalgic aesthetics of the past
http://www.netimperative.com/2019/01/creative-trends-2019-to-see-nostalgic-aesthetics-of-the-past/
What’s old is new again. 2019 will see a an optimistic redux of early-tech, with like purple, blue, and pink
duotone gradients, basic vector graphics, and dreamy synth music, according to anew report looking into
upcoming creative trends.
The annual guide from Shutterstock looks to the latest styles is based on billions of image, video, and
music searches and downloads from more than 1.9 million customers around the world
The eighth annual 2019 Creative Trends Report. This year’s eleven design styles, many of which echo the
past in a playful and in a decadent way, predict the top influences for design and visual production in 2019.
The top three major trends for 2019 include:
Zine Culture– The raw, homemade aesthetic gets a digital update. With a 1376% increase in searches for
“contemporary art collage”, zine culture clearly lives on in the decentralized mindset of the digital age
through social media, where independent makers can share and niche groups can discover. Built on
principles of collage and largely influenced by the invention of the photocopier, it is paper cutouts, noise
and grain textures, and rough-edged layers that define this trend.
80s Opulence– The ‘80s are back and ready to party. The term “chain print” is up 731% and “elegance
pattern” searches increased 1060%. Forget good taste, this is about good times. Clashing is the key word
for this trend. Think leopard print (up 167%) and snakeskin (up 157%), peacock feathers and gold chain
belts, soft fur and hard metal textures.
Yesterday’s Tomorrow– What’s old is new again. With interest in terms like “Synthwave” increasing 717%,
“Retrowave” up 676% and “Duotone” up 230%, this trend is an optimistic redux of early-tech – a focus on
what yesterday’s tomorrow looked like. It’s all about the looks and sounds that defined futurism at the dawn
of the digital age like bold purple, blue, and pink duotone gradients, basic vector graphics, and dreamy
synth music.
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“Even the most talented creative professionals sometimes want a little inspiration for their next big project
and our Creative Trends report is here to help,” said Lou Weiss, global Chief Marketing Officer of
Shutterstock. “With over 1.5 million fresh new assets added weekly and millions of searchers using our
platform, Shutterstock has volume of search and download data to predict the hottest trends and newest
fads being driven by the design world. We can’t wait to see these 2019 design themes come to life
everywhere, from ad campaigns, to the catwalk, and in movies. This year, our top three trends are
influenced by the bold design principles of years past, so it will be particularly interesting to see how they
evolve with modern interpretations best suited for today’s digital platforms.”
In addition to the top trends, the report outlines eight rising stars; some are joyful and made for escapism
such as “Tempting Typography” and unique “Kawaii” illustrations, while others put reality into sharp focus
including the urgent issue of “Beyond Plastic”. Global Trends outlines the fastest growing trends in 20
countries around the world with “Colorful Cartoon Art” dominating in the U.S. and “Intelligent Space” in the
U.K.
Shutterstock’s global customer base of over 1.9 million creatives include designers, art directors,
marketers and filmmakers whose search behaviors and download choices help forecast trends in the
advertising, film, and media industries. The data gathered and analyzed across images, video and music
includes billions of searches and downloads within Shutterstock’s collection of 225 million images by
customers around the world. The year-over-year search increases provide insights that are not only helpful
for other marketers as they prepare for campaigns throughout the year, but also valuable to artists,
photographers, videographers and musicians all over the world as an inspirational guide for creating new
content for the Shutterstock collection.
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Explore the full 2019 Creative Trends Report here.

ЗАЩИТА ДАННЫХ ..………...……………………………………………………………
Digital identity has become a topic of its own. It’s come to the fore and everybody
is trying to solve it
https://adage.com/article/digital/cookies-set-expire-ad-industry-confronts-its-identity-crisis/2238731
So-called identity gardens—where marketers and brands manage first-party customer data to target
consumers with ads—are popping up as the industry shifts away from third-party cookies.
Earlier this month, digital agency Merkle introduced its identity solution, Merkury. In December, Vox Media
debuted its first-party data platform, Forte. Buy-side platform The Trade Desk and sell-side company
Sonobi also have proprietary solutions. Others, including LiveRamp, are banding together with others to
tackle identity.
“Digital identity has become a topic of its own,” says Joe Stanhope, VP and principal analyst at Forrester.
“It’s come to the fore and everybody is trying to solve it.”
But, says Stanhope, “you won’t see one solution rule them all, but four or five that become accepted
standards within the industry, which isn’t necessarily bad—there are hundreds of identity solutions today.”
Solutions are coming from all points in the digital ad ecosystem, including publishers, demand-side
platforms, trade bodies and middlemen who operate in between.
“It’s still too early to tell whether the influx of identity solutions will prove to be beneficial or detrimental to
marketers, as it could create a fragmented ‘identity garden’ approach,” says Krystal Olivieri, senior VP of
global data strategy and partnerships at GroupM.
“The worst outcome would be if we see factions of publishers selecting different identity solutions and we
experience further consumer fragmentation across each ‘identity garden,’” says Olivieri, “making crosspublisher frequency capping and understanding true reach impossible. The opportunities would be
substantial if we’re able to avoid that outcome.”
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Large publishers—which hold a wealth of first-party data and can encourage consumers to create an
account with an email and login—are in a relatively strong position.
“The chatter around the industry has certainly heated up after the Chrome announcement, but none of it
is unanticipated from our end,” says Ryan Pauley, chief revenue officer at Vox Media, referring to
Google’s decision to eliminate thirdparty cookies from its Chrome browser by 2022. “The change [to third-party cookies] is good for pubs,
but only if they have a direct connection with their audience and scale.”
Vox—which recently purchased New York Magazine and has properties that include The Verge and SB
Nation—launched Forte to enhance its relationship with its 125 million monthly visitors using data on what
they read, where they live and how they arrived at a site.
“It gives us the unique opportunity to marry the context and the audience data with creative and then
leverage that with consumer insights,” Pauley says.
Not all publishers have the resources to build their own tech, but can still succeed in a post-cookie world.
LiveRamp, for instance, began preparing in 2016 for a life without cookies, says Travis Clinger, VP of
global strategy and partnerships.
“There’s been a rumor that the cookie would go away for the last 10 years,” Clinger says. “Timing-wise,
we were prepared before Google made its announcement.”
LiveRamp connects data between buyers and sellers by matching a publisher’s first- party data with a
brand’s. Last December, the first publisher went live using LiveRamp’s Authentication Traffic Solution, or
ATS. The free product matches logged-in users with a brand’s first-party data. LiveRamp’s marketing
customers can thus continue to target consumers as if third-party cookies never went away, while
publishers capture found revenue, says Clinger.
LiveRamp’s identity solutions also include working with 30 demand-side platforms, which marketers use
to buy ads; sell-side platforms like Index Exchange, which publishers use to sell ads; and ad tech
companies such as Criteo.
Meanwhile, The Trade Desk, which is used by most agencies, isn’t a LiveRamp partner. It’s working to
develop its own solution for customers.
Marketers are expected to continue spending with Google, Facebook and Amazon, since they have the
largest authenticated audiences in the world. Google, for instance, announced Privacy Sandbox, which it
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says will allow publishers and advertisers to continue to target ads to consumers without violating privacy.
Details have yet to be announced.

PROGRAMMATIC ………..….……………………………………………………………
Яндекс.Директ будет показывать рекламу на «запрещенных» площадках
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/yandeks-direkt-budet-pokazyvat-reklamu-na-zapreshchennykhploshchadkakh-42059.html
Даже если рекламодатель отключил показ рекламы на том или ином сайте, она все равно попадет
на турбо-страницы и проекты «Яндекса»
В начале марта в «Яндекс.Директе» изменятся правила блокировки площадок для показов
в сетях. Теперь рекламодателям нельзя будет отключить показы на турбо-версиях сайтов
и собственных проектах «Яндекса», даже если их адреса указаны в списке запрещенных.
В компании объясняют это тем, что, отключая эти площадки, рекламодатели теряют лиды.
Почему изменились правила
В «Яндекс.Директе» провели эксперимент, в ходе которого рекламодатели получали небольшую
долю показов на сайтах, которые ранее заблокировали. Клики в эксперименте были бесплатны,
а показы не учитывались в статистике. В итоге, по данным компании, показы на запрещенных
площадках принесли рекламодателям +6% дополнительных конверсий.
«Мы полностью контролируем эффективность расстановки рекламных блоков на собственных
площадках и на турбо-страницах партнеров, что исключает фрод», — утверждают в пресс-службе
компании.
В «Яндекс.Директе» отметили, что изменения коснутся только кампаний с показами в сетях,
а также смешанных кампаний с показами на поиске и в сетях. На размещение рекламы только
на поиске они не повлияют.
Как отреагировали на рынке
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Под

новостью

на сайте

«Яндекс.Директа»

пользователи

оставляли

много

недовольных

комментариев. У них появились вопросы к качеству таких конверсий. Комментаторы также
выразили непонимание, зачем им размещаться на нерелевантных площадках.
Как пояснили Sostav в пресс-службе компании, у рекламодателей остается широкий набор
возможностей, которые можно использовать как альтернативу блокировки площадок. Например,
если рекламодателя интересуют лиды и стоимость, эти параметры можно оптимизировать
в настройках стратегии. Также можно приоритизировать показы для более дорогой аудитории.
Коммерческий директор Advark Лилия Кравцова считает, что «Яндекс» имеет право делать
с собственным инвентарем всё, что считает нужным, так как компания заинтересована
в наибольшей монетизации своих инструментов. С другой стороны, по словам коммерческого
директора Red Digital Марии Высоцкой, их компания часто сталкивается с просьбами отключить
те или иные сайты из рекламной кампании со стороны клиентов. Высоцкая считает, что платформа
может дать рекомендацию по улучшению эффективности, но при этом не принуждать и давать
возможность выбора.
На что повлияют изменения
Если же речь идет о сторонних ресурсах с турбо-страницами, в рамках новых правил игры
рекламодателю придется более внимательно относиться к White List в своих размещениях,
отметила Кравцова. «На запрещенные площадки также приходит живая аудитория. И многим
нашим рекламодателям сейчас не так важно контентное окружение их коммуникации, на первое
место в KPI кампаний ставится качественный лид», — пояснила она.
Тем не менее, различные категории продуктов при продвижении имеют существенные различия
и свои нюансы, указал руководитель группы в отделе контекстной рекламы Nectarin Александр
Варламов.

В сферах

с небольшим

числом

конверсий

оптимизация

и автостратегии

на «вовлеченные сессии» зачастую не приносят ожидаемых результатов, считает Варламов. «Как
показывает практика, даже с качественных сайтов сети «Яндекса» с мобильных устройств может
идти низкоэффективный трафик. Здесь вариантами решения может служить использование турбостраниц или же корректировки ставок. Решение «Яндекса» об игнорировании корректировок может
существенно влиять на результаты таких рекламных кампаний», — подчеркнул он.
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How to Use Location Data to Outsmart Competitors & Win Market Share
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/use-location-data-outsmart-competitors-win-market-share/349268/
While location-based marketing is widely practiced, understanding and effectively using location-based
audiences remains a challenge for small to mid-sized agencies and brands.
Digital marketers are faced with a myriad of tools, jargon, and technology that makes what should be a
straightforward process more complex than necessary.
On February 12, I moderated a sponsored Search Engine Journal webinar presented Dan Dillon, VP of
Marketing at Reveal Mobile.
Dillon shares tips on how marketers can use location data to acquire new customers and steal market
share from competitors.
Here’s a recap of the webinar presentation.
Who Cares About Location-Based Marketing?
If you think for a minute about the wide range of marketing strategies, tactics, and technologies, it gets
pretty dizzying pretty fast.
It’s a great time to be a digital marketer, and it’s also one of the hardest times to be a digital marketer.
The pressure is on to deliver pipeline and revenue, so there’s also pressure to choose the best methods
for driving sales.
The data shows just how effective location-based marketing is at doing that.
Mobile Marketer tells us that nearly 90% of us use location data in campaigns.
eMarketer research shows that we’re increasing our investment in location-based advertising 40% year
over year. This makes it one of the fastest-growing marketing tactics for consumer and retail segments.
Location data and location-based advertising have definitely come into their own. Marketers know a good
thing when we see one, and location data is the gift that keeps on giving.
Key Terms in Location-Based Marketing
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Before diving into the topic, let’s cover some key terms and provide some useful context into locationbased advertising.
Geofencing
Geofencing is one of the most searched keywords by digital marketers looking to do location-based
marketing.
It involves creating a virtual barrier around a physical location. This can either be a radius around a large
location or a polygon around a specific building or store footprint.
Here’s an example of a polygon around a Publix grocery store.

You can see how this level of accuracy enables you to run a very different kind of geotargeting campaign
from the targeting you can do on Google Ads.
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Geofencing also refers to advertising when someone enters that virtual barrier. A targeted audience
member may receive an alert, a push notification, or an ad within a mobile app-based upon their location.
Geofencing is actually the most prevalent tactic in location-based advertising, accounting for nearly 50%
of all location-based marketing.
Geotargeting
Geotargeting refers to delivering ads to people who have visited a specific location. This might involve
serving ads for organic groceries to people who have recently been to Whole Foods, Trader Joes and
Sprouts.
Geoconquesting
Geoconquesting refers to advertising to people who were previously in a competitor’s location with the
intention of winning them away from that competitor.
An example of this might involve advertising Chick-Fil-A’s new sandwich to people who recently visited
KFC, Church’s, Popeyes, and Wendy’s.
This is by far one of the most valuable and underutilized methods of location-based marketing, something
you should try out with your next campaign.
Best Fits for Location-Based Marketing
There are typically three main segments of businesses that are the best fit for location-based marketing.
1. Have Multiple Retail Locations
Such as:
Retailers & Franchises
Auto Dealers
Food & Dining
2. Run Seasonal or Special Events
Including:
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Events & Concerts
Travel & Hospitality
Major Sports
3. Want Audiences That Visit Specific Retail Locations
Such as:
Ecommerce – Find shoppers that visit their retail competitors.
CPG Brands – Find shoppers that visit stores where their products are carried.
How Location-Based Marketing Works
Let’s take a quick look at how location-based marketing works, starting with how location data is best
sourced and how it flows to you as a marketer.
The vast majority of location-based marketing is powered by opted-in GPS data.
When a person opts-in to share their location with a mobile app, the latitude/longitude data gathered from
that app is what powers your ability to target them based on their location.
GPS data is the most accurate and has the most meaningful scale.
So the process looks like this:
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GPS data is ingested, aggregated and anonymized to prevent the identification of individuals and make
sure the data is clean. This ensures the data is privacy compliant.
Next, the data is matched to places – a retail business, a venue, an auto dealership, what have you.
This is one of the most critical steps in the process, as it requires up-to-date business information – keeping
track of which stores open and close, categorizing them correctly – as well as keeping up-to-date footprints
of buildings in order to be able to know what devices show up there.
The next step, which is optional, is data enrichment. This might involve appending demographic or
behavioral insights to the location data. This is done with a customer data platform or some other piece of
the martech stack.
Then we get to the three core elements of location-based marketing: analytics, audiences, and attribution.
The analytics piece enables you to understand your target audiences based on where they shop, how
often they shop at those places, how far they travel to get there, etc.
This lets you get smarter about your potential ad spend. Once you understand these things, you want to
have a method for building location-based audiences to market to.
This is most easily done via a user interface that you can log into directly, enabling you to self-serve and
get precisely the audiences you want.
You’ll then want to be able to push those audiences to a DSP or a social ad platform so you can serve ads
and drive activations.
Lastly, you’ll want to be able to understand how your ads performed. That’s the attribution piece, showing
you who among your audience went to the retailer you’re advertising or visiting the location you want your
audience to visit.
It could be an amusement park, a concert, a coffee shop, or anything in between.
Location-Based Marketing & Privacy
We can’t talk about location-based marketing without talking about privacy. All of the location data you use
must be privacy compliant.
The hallmarks of privacy, when you go looking for a location-based marketing vendor, are:
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Honoring all OS opt-outs
De-identified, aggregated data sets – which means specific individuals cannot be singled out from an
audience
CCPA compliant
You’ll also want to ask about the vendor’s involvement in privacy advocacy and working groups:
IAB Transparency & Consent Framework Vendor Registry
IAB Public Policy Committee
Mobile Marketing Association Privacy Committee
Future of Privacy Forum members
Privacy Shield Framework
Geotargeting & Geoconquesting Case Studies
Reach & Win Over Moe’s Diners
Moe’s wanted to geotarget and geoconquest to reach existing Moe’s diners and win over new customers.
Their goal was to:
Drive downloads of Moe’s app and coupon redemption.
Increase foot traffic to restaurants.
Win over customers going to competitive locations.
To do this, they decided to:
Advertise across social media.
Use custom audiences on Facebook.
To find their audience, they geofenced:
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Their own visitors to Moe’s.
Direct competitors, such as:
Qdoba
Chipotle
Indirect competitors.
Mexican Restaurants in Raleigh, North Carolina area.
Overall, they were looking at an audience of about 20,000 individuals. Facebook matched 85% of this
audience (17,000).
And so they were able to market to 17,000 existing and potential diners.
As a result of that campaign, what they saw was a 67% increase in app download conversions, as well as
an increase in customer loyalty.
Using Custom Audiences to Reach Elvis Fans
Sony Music, which has a massive catalog of Elvis Presley music, released a posthumous album titled
“Where No One Stands Alone” which was composed of 14 original songs.
Sony wanted to find Elvis fans to promote it so decided to run a campaign with the goal of driving
awareness, sales, and streams of the new album.
In addition to messaging the new album through their email newsletter, they also built a location-based
audience, visitors to Graceland, over an extended period.
The thinking was that if you’d visited Graceland, then you’re likely a huge Elvis fan.
The audience size of Graceland visitors was about 13,000.
This location-based audience was imported to Facebook as a custom audience, and Facebook matched
88% of this audience to their user base.
Ads were served to this audience on Facebook’s website and mobile app.
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As a result, the ad reached 55% of the audience in one week.
Their CPM cost was 35% higher due to the highly targeted audience, however, it was 20% lower than their
email list targeting.
Overall, they gained 527 clicks with a 1.7% CTR, plus the ads were shared 30 times.
Which Location-Based Marketing Option Should You Choose?
Before you decide which path is appropriate for you, decide on what you’re trying to accomplish.
What to choose should line up with your goals– whether those are brand goals, business goals, client
goals, campaign goals, etc.

Ad Platforms
We all use the major platforms for advertising. The nice thing about Google Ads and Facebook is that
they’re free and everybody uses them.
But when it comes to using them, getting support and managing campaigns can be cumbersome.
When it comes to customization, it’s not possible to get highly targeted audiences. You can’t get the
audiences that described in the above case studies.
You can geotarget a city or a state but you just can’t get down to a store or a chain store level with Google
Ads or Facebook.
In the end, they really enable more of a spray-and-pray approach to location-based marketing.
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Audience Marketplaces
These are platforms that enable you to get a geo-targeted audience based on general characteristics of
an audience. For instance:
Coffee drinkers.
Golfers.
Moviegoers.
Etc.
These are the demographic consistencies among an audience, but you really can’t get more specific than
that. Not a lot of customization occurs with these audience marketplaces.
They’re very easy to access. You can sign on and pull audiences out quickly and your cost is going to be
variable depending on what audiences you choose.
You’re also generally going to be required to spend a minimum on media. Often, to get to those audiences,
you have to commit a specific number per month on media spend.
Thus, you’re pretty locked in if you have this option you’re pretty locked into using that platform and your
cost is going to be variable and harder to predict.
Location-Based Marketing Software
Location-based marketing software providers are where you find a nice intersection of easy-to-use and
also a high level of customization.
This option is going to allow you to geo-target down to the store level. You can also get a look-back period
for whatever time you’d like.
You can also get creative here and find very specific audiences.
For example, an auto dealership might want to geo-target their audience made up of people who visited
their lots and dealerships only in the last seven days – knowing that car buyers who are ready to buy show
up on a lot with a check in hand.
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There are very specific use cases for this kind of software that are just not able to be accommodated in
other platforms.
You’re also going to have a predictable cost for this option so you can budget easily.
If you’re an agency, you can event pass this cost on to clients in the form of retainer or monthly fees or in
marking up media.
Questions to Ask Yourself to Ensure Optimal Campaign Performance
Audiences
Are you verifying that audiences are opted-in and privacy compliant?
What to look for:
CCPA compliance
Data source type – GPS
Vendor honors location sharing opt-outs
No personally identifiable information (PII)
Is the device data time-stamped?
What to look for:
Vendor assigns and provides time stamps for all events captured per device.
Vendor provides time stamps as part of data feed.
Advertiser can build audiences for custom time periods and look-back windows.
What is the scale of your device data?
What to look for:
Number of Daily Average Users (DAUs) – this number serves as a baseline for the number of mobile users
you’ll be able to build an audience from
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Events per Device – this number serves as a baseline for the depth of data on each device. The more
events per device, the more likely you’ll see each place that device visits. Better accuracy and
completeness of location data enables advertisers to target more effectively and efficiently.
How up-to-date are your audiences and how often are they refreshed?
What to look for:
For audience building and attribution purposes, audience data should be thoroughly refreshed every 24
hours.
Places
How comprehensive is your place information?
What to look for:
Place of interest (POI) databases vary in size. An average U.S. POI database includes less than 10 million
places of interest. It’s important to understand what countries are covered in the vendor’s POI. It’s also
important to ensure the vendor’s POI database is organized in a way that makes it easy to use.
Vendor allows advertisers to quickly and easily create custom places in the POI database. If you’re
targeting a well known national chain, then there’s no issue. But what if you need to add a local set of
locations that aren’t in the POI database?
Vendor allows advertisers to bulk upload custom places to a point-of-interest database. If you’re targeting
1,500 retail locations, you don’t want to have to manually enter each one.
Vendor allows advertisers to use their own place data. If you already have the place details for the locations
you want location data for, you should be able to use your own set of POI data.
How precise is your place information?
What to look for:
Vendor’s POI database discerns between large structures, such as shopping malls and airports, and
individual retail locations within those structures. For example, the vendor allows you to target Mall of
America or the Nordstrom store within the Mall of America. Similarly, the vendor allows you to target
O’Hare International Airport or just focus on the Starbucks locations inside O’Hare.
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The location data the vendor works with should be accurate down the foot. This is sometimes expressed
in decimal degrees. Vendor’s location data should process events accurate to 6 decimal degrees. This
ensures that devices seen at a specific location were actually at the location, enabling you to get the
highest quality audiences and most reliable attribution.
How do you verify your place information and compensate for bad addresses?
What to look for:
Vendor regularly updates and matches POI database to latitude/longitude coordinates.
How do you filter out locations that are not appropriate for my campaign’s needs?
What to look for:
Vendor’s solution enables advertisers to build audiences based on individual locations, eliminating all
others if desired.
Q&A
Here are just some of the attendee questions answered by Dan Dillon.
Q: As an agency, how would you classify location-based services to potential clients, and what
would be a relevant approach for a pricing strategy?
Dan Dillon (DD): We work with a lot of digital agencies. This is one of the best questions they can ask.
We see agencies positioning location-based marketing to clients as a way to improve targeting and getter
a better ROI on their ad spend.
Our VISIT Local product includes pre-built foot traffic analytics reports that you can bring into pitch
meetings to help you win more business. These reports are an ideal way to bring insights to your prospects
and clients that they can’t get anywhere else.
As for pricing, the most progressive agencies are actually making money from using VISIT Local. They
bake the cost of the product into their fee and spread it out across their clients.
They also increase their media mark-up, knowing that the ads are more highly targeted and may result in
a higher ROI for clients.
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We’ve priced VISIT Local so smaller agencies can take advantage of location-based marketing strategies
and more effectively compete with larger agencies.
Q: Can you search up and target a specific business location by typing in “taco bell” or “subway”
on Facebook?
DD: No. You can target audiences on Facebook based on pages people have liked, but that doesn’t mean
they have visited a Taco Bell or a Subway restaurant.
This is what makes location data so valuable. It allows you to target audiences who have actually been to
brick-and-mortar locations you care about and who therefore are most likely to convert on your call to
action.
Q: I’m having a hard time convincing team members that we need to consider location data in our
approach. I need help convincing them that location-based marketing is valuable.
DD: You can do this a couple of ways. Industry data is very helpful in showing how valuable locationbased marketing is.
Mobile Marketer says that nearly 90% of marketers use location data in campaigns. Merkle says that more
than 60% of marketers use location data to drive personalization. eMarketer tells us that investment in
location-based ads is growing by 40%.
You can also share case studies of successful campaigns that leverage location data. There’s a great
selection to choose from at Reveal Mobile.
Q: If the GPS of users’ phones are not on, how do you capture the location of these users?
DD: We don’t. If a mobile device isn’t sharing its location, then that device will not show up in any locationbased audiences. This ensures consumer privacy.
Reveal Mobile honors all opt-out requests, which is just one of the ways we comply with CCPA (the
California Consumer Privacy Act) and ensure customers get the highest quality audiences.
[Video Recap] How to Outsmart Your Competitors & Win Market Share Using Location Data
Watch the video recap of the webinar presentation and Q&A session.
https://youtu.be/eXpvhAYPn5M
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SOCIAL MEDIA & INFLUENCERS ………………………………………………………
Why 2020 Is A Critical Global Tipping Point For Social Media
https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkoetsier/2020/02/18/why-2020-is-a-critical-global-tipping-point-forsocial-media/#6d8ce4de2fa5
This year is likely the last one ever in which you can say that more than half the planet is not on social
media.
Hootsuite just released a massive digital state of the union report. Some of the high-level findings:
5.2 billion of us now have phones globally
4.5 billion are connected to the internet
3.8 billion are active social media users
That 3.8 billion is 49% of the planet’s population, and it grew 9% over the past year. That means it’s
extremely likely that sometime this calendar year, more than half of all of us will be active social media
users. Whether that’s scary or wonderful depends on how you perceive the social benefits of social
platforms — and maybe whether your last name is Zuckerberg — but either way, it’s amazing.
I spent half an hour with the author of the report and a Hootsuite exec to learn what’s changing, what’s
new, and how social is evolving.
Besides the overall growth, what’s changing?
For one thing, the way we interact with our devices, says Simon Kemp, who wrote the report:
“One of the really interesting changes that we've been noticing ... is the rising use of new kinds of
interfaces,” Kemp says. “Increasingly, especially in developing economies and especially in the East, we're
seeing the rise of voice interfaces.”
That’s not just about Amazon Echo, Google Home, or similar smart speakers from Huawei or Alibaba.
Rather, it’s about using voice on mobile devices as well. Plus, Kemp says, image search is getting a lot
more popular.
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On the social front, social media use is outpacing population growth almost nine to one. While the overall
popular grew by 82 million people, or just over 1%, active social media users grew by 321 million people:
9.2%.

Internet penetration globally by region, January 2020
Interestingly, the region with the highest percentage of social media users is Eastern Asia. Mostly driven
by China and the huge success of WeChat and other apps, 71% of people in the area are active on social
media. In North America, that number is 69%, while Western Europe is comparatively low, at just 54%.
In Middle Africa, however?
Only 6% of people are active on social media.
The highest penetration of internet users is not a shock: Northern Europe, where 95% of the population
uses the internet. That compares with just 22% in Middle Africa, 48% in Southern Asia, and 66% in Central
America.
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The world's largest social platforms and/or networks as of January 2020.
If 49% of the planet is on social media, where are they all?
Facebook is by far the largest social platform on the planet, with 2.4 billion monthly active users. It’s
followed by YouTube, which although it is about videos and music, is also generally considered a social
network of sorts. YouTube has 2 billion monthly active users. WhatsApp, also owned by Facebook of
course, has 1.6 billion users, and Facebook Messenger has 1.3 billion monthly active users. China’s
WeChat follows with 1.1 billion, and Instagram rounds out the billion-user club.
Facebook seems secure in its virtual ownership of social, but Kemp says we all use a number of social
networks and messaging platforms:
“So I think there's a difference between the most used and the fact that a lot of us actually use a suite of
these, so it's not just one Messenger,” he told me. “When you're speaking to people around the world, you
may use different applications to speak to different groups.”
All apps are getting more social now, Hootsuite vice president Henk Campher said, citing even Google
Maps as getting social components in the last few weeks.
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It will not come as a shock to anyone that the amount of time we spend on digital platforms is rising quickly
as well, with some nations spending an average of 10 hours each day on the internet.
“6 hours and 42-43 minutes [is the average] spent on the internet worldwide,” Kemp says. “You've got
Japan at the low end which is 4-5 hours a day, and then you've got the Philippines at the high end which
is roughly 10 hours a day, every single day.”
That time could be doubled up, Campher noted, because people watch Netflix while also scrolling through
Twitter on their phones.
(Interesting sidebar on Twitter: twice as many people use Twitter as actually log into it, according to
Hootsuite’s data. That means that the site has a much bigger audience than it reports in its earnings calls,
Kemp said.)
Each social platform, of course, is slightly different. And people select the ones they want to engage with
for different reasons. I asked Campher to characterize each one, and here’s what he came up with. (Full
disclosure: it’s my interpretation of how he described each platform.)
Facebook: the audience that knows you
Instagram: the Hollywood of social media
Twitter: where you find what’s happening now
LinkedIn: the place for professional sharing, plus a resume
Snapchat: where I connect with my very close friends
YouTube: the entertainment center
And of course, those are primarily the western options. There are plenty of other networks and platforms
in China, India, Russia, and other places around the planet. With the growth and momentum that Hootsuite
documented, next year we’re likely to see more than 50% of the planet on social: perhaps as many as four
billion people connected.
That’s world-changing.
The question that we’re asking right now, of course, is what exactly it is changing, and whether that change
is for the better or the worse.
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This interview is part of the Tech First Draft podcast. You can find a complete transcript here.

E-COMMERCE ……………………………………...….……………………………….
Продажи через Telegram превысили 1 млрд рублей
Большинство рекламодателей озабочены растущей долей блокираторов рекламы и ищут новые
способы достучаться до аудитории
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/prodazhi-cherez-zapreshchennyj-v-rossii-telegram-prevysili-1-mlrdrublej-42102.html
Блокируемый в России мессенджер Telegram становится крупной площадкой для онлайн-продаж:
в 2019 году через него было продано товаров на 1,1 млрд руб., сообщает РБК со ссылкой
на подсчёты рекламной сети Admitad.
В своем исследовании о том, как новые медиаканалы (блоги, соцсети, мессенджеры и YouTube)
влияли на онлайн-торговлю в 2019 году, Admitad проанализировала данные о более чем 8 млн
онлайн-заказов, совершенных через свою сеть в России. Продажи онлайн-игроков через
традиционные онлайн-каналы, за исключением контекстной рекламы, в Admitad оценили в 2019
году в 86,4 млрд руб., через новые медиаканалы, среди которых блоги, социальные сети,
мессенджеры и видеосервис YouTube, — в 8,3 млрд руб. При этом мессенджеры с большей
аудиторией, чем Telegram, — WhatsApp и Viber — не являются востребованным каналом продаж,
это прежде всего коммуникационные сервисы.
Большую, чем Telegram, динамику продаж в 2019 году, по версии Admitad, показали такой
традиционный канал как контекстная реклама (+216%, до 15,1 млрд руб.), а также популярная
социальная сеть Instagram (+243%, абсолютные значения не раскрываются). Однако, обращают
внимание в Admitad, нужно учитывать, что мессенджер — это моноканал продаж, то есть всего
лишь ссылка, на которую может кликнуть пользователь, тогда у Instagram трафик можно
адресовать целевой аудитории или просто разместить рекламу в блоге.
Для 80% компаний новые медиаканалы — способ повысить узнаваемость бренда. На площадке
Telegram только около 5% блогеров рекламируют товары. В целом в мессенджерах более активно
продвигают продукты, на которые рекламодатели часто делают скидки для повышения продаж.
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Группы и паблики в соцсетях «хорошо продают» спортивные товары, одежду и обувь, электронику,
а также инструменты и садовую технику, отмечается в исследовании.
Большинство рекламодателей озабочены растущей долей блокираторов рекламы и ищут новые
способы достучаться до аудитории,

объясняет

интерес к новым

способам продвижения

заместитель гендиректора агентства Isobar Андрей Коваль. Кроме того, по его словам, нативная
реклама часто вызывает больше доверия. Хорошая динамика продаж через Telegram обусловлена
преимущественно эффектом низкой базы.
Ранее Telegram объявил о том, что пользователи теперь могут работать с ним как с приложениями
для дейтинга. Теперь в мессенджере можно создать публичную страницу для знакомств
и организовать встречу с людьми, которые находятся неподалеку.

Google tops Facebook, Instagram in e-commerce activity, study finds
https://www.mobilemarketer.com/news/google-tops-facebook-instagram-in-e-commerce-activity-studyfinds/572792/
Brief:
Google is a better driver of e-commerce sales and traffic than social networks Facebook and Instagram
because the search giant reaches consumers who are more intent on making a purchase, according to a
study analytics firm Oribi provided to Mobile Marketer. Google's paid search ads have a conversion rate
of 2.7%, ahead of direct traffic at 2.5%, while Google's organic search is 2.1%, Facebook's is 1.5% and
Instagram's is 0.8%.
E-commerce sites get most of their traffic from direct communications efforts like email and apps, though
Google also is a significant source of web visits. Almost half (49%) of web traffic to online stores comes
from direct channels, followed by Google's organic searches (21%), Google paid (14%), Facebook (9.6%)
and Instagram (1.5%), per Oribi.
Less expensive products tend to sell better than more expensive ones on Facebook and Instagram, per
the study. The conversion rate for products with a price of less than $100 was 2.6% on the social media
platforms, compared with only 0.4% for products that were more expensive than $100. Oribi analyzed the
data of 5.2 million visitors who bought more than 22,000 products in 204 online shops between October
and December 2019.
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Insight:
Google's ability to drive better sales and web traffic than Facebook and Instagram indicates a key
difference in how consumers use the respective platforms. Consumers express their purchase intent in
their online searches, whereas looking at social media content is a more passive experience that drives
lower-cost impulse purchases, Oribi's data suggests. Those differences mean that marketers must vary
their strategies by platform, with a focus on direct sales for their search engine optimization and paid
search efforts, and branding and awareness on social platforms.
However, online retailers can achieve the best results from their direct communications efforts through
email or their mobile apps, highlighting the importance of those connections in driving e-commerce sales,
as Oribi's study suggests. That finding indicates that retailers should boost their efforts to collect opt-in
data, such as email addresses, from shoppers whenever possible and avoid spamming them with
unwanted marketing messages. With Google planning to withdraw support of third-party cookies in its
Chrome browser in the next couple of years, first-party data will become more valuable for mobile
marketers.
Google and Facebook, which owns Instagram, have boosted their e-commerce efforts over the past few
years to address a growing threat from Amazon. The e-commerce giant has a rapidly growing digital
advertising business, and is the first place many consumers visit to start their product search. Google last
month added a shopping section that lets mobile users see a variety of clothing and accessories products
from multiple online stores, the latest effort by the search company to expand its e-commerce support.
Meanwhile, Instagram has added a variety of e-commerce features to convert passive users of the photosharing app into active shoppers.

НОВОСТИ ИНТЕРНЕТ-РЕКЛАМЫ БЕЛАРУСИ ...….……………………………….
По итогам 2019 года в Беларуси впервые интернет заработал на рекламе
больше, чем телеканалы
https://marketing.by/analitika/po-itogam-2019-goda-v-belarusi-vpervye-internet-zarabotal-na-reklamebolshe-chem-telekanaly/
27 февраля один из ведущих сейлз-хаусов Беларуси WebExpert провел ежегодную, уже
одиннадцатую по счету профессиональную конференцию Digital Media Belarus 2020. Здесь
собрались представители крупнейших медийных компаний Беларуси и России и подвели итоги
развития

рекламного

рынка

за

2019

году,

озвучили

прогнозы

на

год

текущий.
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Важнейший показатель медийного рынка Беларуси за прошлый год - впервые интернет обошел ТВ
по объемам инвестиций. Об этом рассказала Наталья Синькевич, директор ООО "Веб Эксперт".
Согласно оценкам Ассоциации интерактивной рекламы и ведущих беларуских сейлс-хаузов, объем
медиаинвестиций в интернет, как канал рекламы, составил 44,9 млн. долларов, против 41 млн.
долларов,

вложенных

рекламодателями

в

продвижение

на

ТВ.

При этом в общей структуре затрат 63% пришлись на контекстную рекламу и 37,0% - на медийную.
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В рамках медийной рекламы основные инвестиции были вложены в Беларуси в 2019 году в
баннерную

рекламу.

На

втором

месте

-

PR

и

статьи.
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Основные категории рекламодателей, которые вкладываются в интернет в Беларуси - сфера
FMCG,

Прогноз

автомобильные

развития

рынка

на

дилеры,

этот

год

-

банки,

плюс

8%

платежные

роста

в

денежном

системы.

выражении.
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В рамках своего выступления Наталья Синькевич озвучила мировые тренды в рекламе. Ежегодный
рост инвестиций в интернет глобально составит примерно 3% с некоторым снижением темпов к
2023

году.

Рассматривая сегменты интернет-рекламы, эксперты прогнозируют увеличение доли затрат на
продвижение

брендов в

соцсетях

и

снижение

инвестиций

в

баннерную

рекламу.
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Анализируя затраты на различные каналы рекламы, включая газеты, радио, наружку, а также
рекламу в кинотеатрах на мировом рынке, эксперты прогнозируют повышение доли лишь для
интернета (контекста и медийки), а также для рекламы на киноэкранах. Этот канал все больше
признается

одним

из

самых

надежных

по

показателю

brand

safety.
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НОВОСТИ IAB GLOBAL ..………………………...…….……………………………….
Затраты на видеорекламу в Рунете достигнут почти 50 млрд рублей к 2024
году
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/zatraty-na-digital-video-ad-42110.html
IAB Russia совместно с Data Insight представили свой прогноз
Рекламодателям непросто планировать бюджет на видеорекламу в интернете при отсутствии
данных о динамике сегмента. Неопределенность рекламодателей, в свою очередь, может
негативно отражаться на росте инвестиций в этот сегмент. Ассоциация развития интерактивной
рекламы IAB Russia и исследовательская компания Data Insight разработали модель, на основе
которой можно спрогнозировать динамику рынка и определить факторы его роста. IAB Russia также
представила свой прогноз развития рынка видеорекламы в Рунете до 2024 года.
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Общий объем рынка онлайн-видеорекламы в 2019 году составит 18,7 млрд. руб., из которых 14,7
млрд руб. будет затрачено на In-Stream Video Ad, а 4 млрд руб. — на Out-Stream Video Ad,
подсчитала IAB Russia. В 2020 году объем рынка составит 24 млрд. руб., при этом объем In-Stream
Ad и Out-Stream Video Ad будет составлять 17,2 млрд руб. и 6,8 млрд руб. соответственно. В 2024
году рынок видеорекламы в интернете достигнет 49,8 млрд руб.
По данным ассоциации, затраты на рекламу в онлайн-видео стремительно росли в 2017−2019
годах. Данный формат стал одним из главных инструментов рекламодателей наряду с контекстной,
таргетированной и медийной (баннерной) рекламой в интернете.
Как проводился расчет
По результатам

разработки

модели

выяснилось,

что

наиболее

значимыми

факторами,

коррелирующими с объемами затрат на видеорекламу в интернете, являются объемы всего
рекламного рынка и его digital-сегмента, доля затрат на digital в общем объеме рекламного рынка,
количество Smart TV устройств и возраст этого рынка.
Борис Омельницкий, президент IAB Russia:
Я надеюсь, что полученные данные, с одной стороны, позволят рекламодателям прозрачнее
планировать использование видеорекламы, а с другой стороны, покажут производителям
видеоконтента и инструментов видеорекламы перспективы сегмента и драйверы роста рынка,
в который можно инвестировать.
Как рассказал Борис Омельницкий, в дальнейшем математическая модель будет дополняться.
Он также отметил, что при работе с прогнозом нужно помнить о неучтенных факторах, которые
могут повлиять на размер рынка и которые нельзя спрогнозировать на пять лет вперед. Успех
борьбы с пиратами, динамика роста потребления UGC-видеоконтента, движение брендинговых
продаж в сторону брендформанса, каннибализация продаж InStream Video Ad со стороны
OutStream, снижение объема инвентаря за счет миграции кинотеатров в сторону SVOD, а также
макроэкономическая ситуация — все это может повлиять на результаты.
Генеральный директор GPMD Наталья Дмитриева считает, что предложенную модель можно
тестировать, но пока нельзя назвать полноценным инструментом оценки рынка. Она подчеркнула,
что

рассчитанные

на ее основе

цифры

необходимо

корректировать

«с учетом

текущей

конъюнктуры и факторов, которые с большой долей вероятности повлияют на итоговые значения
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в меньшую сторону». Дмитриева отметила, что только длительное тестирование даст понять,
корректно ли применять эту модель.
Наталья Дмитриева, генеральный директор GPMD:
Авторы модели взяли в качестве целевой переменной динамику затрат на видеорекламу
в 2013−2018 годах. Этот период был отмечен бурным ростом данного рынка, кроме того, на общую
динамику серьезно повлияли кризисный 2015 и посткризисный 2016 годы.
Вместе с тем сегодня мы видим, что в последние два года рынок видеорекламы приблизился
к точке насыщения, темпы его роста замедляются. В этой связи встает вопрос корректности
применения для оценки зрелого рынка той модели, которая была создана для прогнозов
по развивающемуся сегменту. Думаю, что нам потребуется от 3 до 5 лет, чтобы выработать
непротиворечивую математическую модель, которая позволит получать близкие к реальности
оценки рынка видеорекламы.

Brand Disruption Study 2020: Direct Brands Go Mainstream
https://www.iab.com/insights/brand-disruption-study-2020-direct-brands-go-mainstream/
You’ve seen the headlines:
“Lord & Taylor Sold to Clothing Rental Start-up Le Tote.”
“L’Oreal Debuts Personalized DTC Hair Color Brand.”
“P&G Freshens Grooming Segment with Billie Acquisition”
Why is this happening? Because the new direct-to-consumer business model is based on the concept
that its entire supply chain is increasingly available “as a service.” Every aspect can be rented/leased.
The result? Greater brand agility, more innovation by publishers, and more engaging, personalized
consumer experiences—online and off—with “emerging tech” elevating the digital shopping
experiences. In fact, digital data output will triple from 2019 – 2025, powering demand for and availability
of personalized services, products, content, and marketing.
The Direct Brand Economy is achieving mainstream status as major brands pivot their own business
operations and marketing strategies to address changing consumer behaviors and adopt new
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technologies. And the expectations that consumers now have to receive goods and services in two days
or faster impacts virtually all brands across every step in their supply chains. This new business model is
impacting every major consumer category and forever changing the way we buy, sell and go-to-market.
IAB has been committed to alerting the digital ecosystem to this transformation, releasing its newest
reports, “2020: The Mainstreaming of the Direct Brand Economy” and “2020 IAB 250 Direct Brands to
Watch” to educate stakeholders on the trends, developments and milestones set to drive the future growth
of brands. Both reports were presented at the 2020 IAB Annual Leadership Meeting, Feb 9-11 in Palm
Desert, CA.
Additionally, IAB added 100 DTC services to watch to our database of Direct Brands. IAB methodology in
selecting these brands is a mathematical formula that includes revenue range, employee size range and
a social footprint index and y/y social growth. DTC products have been receiving the lion’s share of press
and consumer attention—but the 1-1 relationship these services have built with their customers and wider
audiences to drive engagement and customer satisfaction cannot be ignored.
Here are key highlights from these presentations on the Direct Brand Economy:
The data economy is being disrupted.
Privacy legislation, the blocking of cookies and tracking of ads. The disruption is real and it’s here and will
be soon felt across this ecosystem – from marketing strategies and buying & planning to platform and
publisher operations.
More than half (52.8%) of US digital marketers feel that government regulation has the potential to impede
their ability to derive value from data-driven marketing efforts.
Conversely, 69% of companies are building strategies to govern data usage.
Personalization equals relevancy.
Personalization capabilities range from advanced technological channel executions to cross-channel
automation & attribution enabling real-time optimizations based on return. Custom media messages
embedded in context, bespoke products, and innovative usage of AI are proven personalization tactics
driving brand loyalty.
10% more DTCs are allocating budgets for personalization in 2020
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50% of digital device consumers will make a purchase and become brand loyal if they receive personalized
brand content
The new shopping experience is omnichannel, integrated and brand-driven.
Brands are able to come into existence “store-lessly.” As consumers use keyboards to make purchases
across verticals, some of these store-less brands choose to stay online-only. Additionally, a new “Shopify
ecosystem” is materializing as a direct-brand alternative to Amazon.
The brick & mortar experience is, therefore, impacted. It now requires brand integration. Experiences. A
cool factor. Today’s brick & mortar world is a place where consumers can relate to the product, embrace
the brand, delight in it, revel in it and share it. Providing a first-rate customer experience is a number one
priority for retailers and brands alike. And brick and mortar is reliant on an online integration: BOPIS (buy
online, pick-up in-store) is the new normal in shopping.
In the last 2 years, Walmart has expanded the number of in-store pickup kiosks by 8x to 1,700 stores and
expects curbside service will account for 33% of their digital sales in 2020
J.C. Penney is testing new in-store, interactive services including fitness and yoga classes, cooking
demonstrations, kids clubhouses, relaxations lounges and cafés
New and evolving retailers and brands are reimagining in-store experiences to be multi-purpose (stores
as lifestyle hangouts). Leveraging emerging tech for next-gen customer service experiences (e.g., cashierless stores and virtual try-ons) and utilizing shipping innovation to speed up delivery times points to the
fast‐tracking of the reinvention of the entire brand economy.
The new DTC model applies to media as much as it does to products and services.
The anytime/anywhere delivery of media combined with the fact that total media consumption is at an alltime high (now an average of 48% of our day) means marketers deliver 1-to-1 messaging as a norm.
Media companies are in the middle of a streaming war. Consumers have an unprecedented wealth of
content and advertisers have significantly greater inventory options. The winner will not be traditional
broadcast TV or even digital subscription video services. And the war will be over once consumers cut the
cord on traditional broadcast.
Compared with the year prior, video viewing through TV‐connected devices has increased by eight
minutes/day
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Video on smartphones and tablets increased by an average total of five minutes/day
Podcast & audio streaming are creating breakout brand opportunities; and with a shift away from
downloading to streaming, advertising opportunities will evolve
Commerce, content and data are converging.
Traditional, big media companies are no longer the gatekeepers of media. Shoppable advertising on TV,
Social, and within ads appearing virtually anywhere. Why? Consumption of video is skyrocketing both as
“story-based,” and “me-based,” with, content, commerce, and data are converging. This has sparked etailers to create content, and data companies to merge with publishers.
Pinterest launched “Shop the Look mobile ads” enabling retailers to feature up to 25 products in a single
ad on mobile devices and direct users to their own retail site.
TikTok is beta testing shoppable short‐form videos which allow viewers to click on the in‐app video and be
taken directly to the creator’s store without leaving TikTok
In the not-to-distant future, a few very savvy, highly successful, multi-disciplined companies will be the
new media gatekeepers. The winners will be those heavily armed with first-party user data—and have
ways to continue to build and maintain that data—and that do/will sell ads and that will/do create
content. And while Regulatory concerns about consumer data are high, it does not yet seem to be affecting
companies’ data investments.
For additional insights and greater depth, please read the full report.
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